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Abstract 

The feasibility and techniques for carrying out 
transfer spectroscopic experiments with radioactive 
targets having half lives down to a fraction of a 
year are reviewed. The use of such radioactive 
targets is illustrated by recent studies of the spec
troscopy of '"'So, "*Lu and : - ; 8 k using (p.t ) 
transfer spectroscopy. 

1. Introduction 

The specificity of charged particle transfer 
spectroscopy applied to shorter lived isotopic targets 
affords many interesting possibilities for detailed 
examination of the structure of nuclei lying off the 
stability line. Two developments make possible such 
experimental investigations: f i r s t , the availability 
of high flux reactors or the high current beams at 
the iseson factories and second, the development of 
the highly efficient thermal ion sources used to 
prepare the isotopic targets. The latter technology 
has been particularly developed by Johnson's group') 
at the Livermore national Laboratory and by Raihr) 
and his collaborators at Dubr.a. 

The activity levels involved in such investiga
tions are not prohibitive. For example, a 2 micro-
gran target occupying dimensions b urn x 2 rcn corres
ponds to a thickness of 20 tg/cra :, a target thickness 
quite adequate for precision nuclear spectroscopy 
uiU- current apparatus. 

I f one considers the disintegration rate for such 
a 2 microgram quantity of a pure isotope with mass 
15G, ore finds the activity levels are quite accepta
ble from the point of view of preparation and manipu
lation at the spectrograph as shown in the table 
btlow. 

7/J»[6SJ] 

With the availability of such radioactive targets 
numerous interesting prospects unfold amng which are 
tr.e inv*s:isations of ths level structures of trans
uranium nuclei, odd-odd nuclei using two nucleoli 
transfer spectroscopy and the structure of nuclei in 
the vicinity of shell closures such as occur near 

, ' ! i , , or 'Gd 

To il lustrate sow of these we have chosen three 
studies completed at the Princeton University Q30 
Spectrograph. 

The f i rs t figure shows the identification of 
the rotational band based on the Nilsson 7/2+ [633] 
proton state in Berkeliun 247 using the (p,t ) reac
tion with 320 day Berkelim 249 as a target. 

t ) work supported by the United States Department of 
Energy and the national Science Foundation. 
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Fig. 1 Levels in s$?Bk:-
320 day 'JUk, , , . . 

fro* the (p,t) reaction ei 

The latter is exceptional among the odd A Serkjli^a 
isotopes in having a 7/2+ ground state. This ground 
state has been previously assigned as the [633] 
state. We observe the (p,t ) reaction specifically 
populates 5 members of the rotational band in 
Berkelium 247 which corresponds to the ground state 
of Berkelium 249. The specificity of the fp.t ) 
reaction and the close similarity of the 7/2+ [633] 
states in both Berkeliuci 247 and 249 is shown by tne 
absence of evidence for population of any other 
states in ' "Bk . 

Figure 2 displays the triton spectra observed 
in the (p,t) reaction on a target of 90 yesr Sama'ij/i 
151, a nucleus lying in the shape transition region 
with 89 neutrons. 

Half Life (years) Acti vity Level (ni l l icurie) 

103 years 5x l0 _ 1 

1 year 5 Si 
1/3 year 15 1 

aoo too 
ChMMl/Nimbtr 

Fig. 2 Levels in " ' S n fro* the l 5 , S n (p,t ) reaction. 



Anong the rany states of Sartariim 149 observed in 
this stuiy we draw attention to the relative popula-
tion of the ground state and f i rst excited state at 
22 keV. Sararium K9 is stable and has been assigned 
a ground state spin of 7/2 from optical spectroscopic 
experiments while the 22 keV state is assigned as a 
5/2-state. The ground state of Samarium 151 has been 
assigned spin and parity 5/2-on the basis of electron 
pararrajnetk spectroscopy'). I t has been suggested 
this is i deforced state. Since the 22 keV state 
is trie rast strongly populated level we Observe ir, 
the (p,t) reaction with an l • 0 angular distribu
tion, the assignment of 5/2-to the f irst excited 
state of Samarium K9 is definite. Similarly the 
states in Sanariun 149 at 560, 710, 740, 820 and 
liOO keV are also assigned as 5/2-on the basis of 
the L - 0 angular distributions observed in the 
strippin; reaction. 

The possibility of employing radioactive orjd-
cia nuclei as targets is particularly intriguing both 
because of the scarcity of these nuclei awing thi 
naturally occurring species and ;lso because the 
specificity of certain transfer reactions permits 
the relationship of states occurring in two nearby 
tii-oii nuclei to be established. 

Figure 3 shows the states in odd-odd lutettun 
174 populated by the (p,t) reaction using an enriched 
sarnie of naturally occurring odd-odd lutetium 175. 

Fig. 3 Levels in odd-odd ! ' 1 u from the " ' L u 
(p,t) reaction. 

One rotational band (with rotational members at 715, 
922 and 1142 keV) is populated; the prominent 7- 2 
quasi particle band head is located by these studies 
at 523 keV. On the basis of tne L = 0 angular dis
tribution and the intensity observed for the 523 keV 
state we are able to assign this band in lutetiua 174 
as the two neutron hole analog of the ground state 
band known in lutetiua 176 having the sate two quasi-
particle configuration for the odd neutron and proton 
in both product and target. The relatively strong 
population observed for the second 7-state at 320 
fee'/, however, indicates that, in the case of the 
(p,t) reaction in odd-odd nuclei less perfect overlap 
occurs between the ground state of the target and 
the product. 

Ue conclude that the relatively greater effort 
involved in preparing radioactive targets for selected 
charged particle transfer investigations is rewarded 
by spectroscopic results for nuclei lying off the 

stability line which cannot be achieved using other 
techniques presently available. 
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